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These novel units are
something I created and

started using in my
classroom.  I  had students

with significant
challenges and most were
non-readers (like my little
guy).They were the best
thing I ever did, and my
students LOVED them.



This novel unit has 10
different activities. 

 There is 1 activity for
each chapter that is NOT
comprehension based.  So,
even if your students do
not pay attention, they
can still complete the

activity.



For example, Junie B hides in
the supply closet so she will
not have to go home on the

bus.

So, I have an activity where
students will circle the best

place to hide in different
scenarios.  Great preposition

practice!!



Suggestions on how I
found this activity worked
best in my classroom are

provided.  I typically had 6-
8 students in grades  K-5

with one adult assistant in
the room with me.



This entire novel unit
comes in 2 separate files.
One is completely in color
and one is completely in

black and white.



This unit comes with a
vocabulary board.  

Vocabulary boards are
great for ALL students to
assist with participation
and engagement in group

discussions.

Tips on how to use in the
unit!!



Chapter 3

There are circle maps in
this unit.

Circle maps are a great
way for students to see
the big idea.

Errorless

Wrong answers mixed in



Chapter 5
There are sorting
activities.  

Directions on how to add
color coding for
differentiation is included.



Some of the activities are
differentiated for you. 
 That way more students
can participate
independently along with
their peers.

Chapter 8

Dashed lines to trace



There is a writing prompt
in this unit.   This is an
errorless activity that
allows students to write
their own story and share
it with the class.



Finally this unit does come
with 15 comprehension
questions.  There is a key
that tells you which
chapter each question
came from.

    Answer key included!!



I realize there will be
some students out there
unable to do cutting
activities.  I have a blog
post with ways to
complete activities
without a pair of scissors!!

Click Here to read more!!

https://specialneedsforspecialkids.org/2020/04/27/no-scissors-allowed/

